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Dangers of Divisiveness and its Impact on Peace  

 

OBJECTIVES: This project will challenge students to gain understanding about an 

“other” individual; someone who differs in beliefs, lifestyle, or ideals to a perceived 

extreme degree. In the second part of the project, students will continue to form a 

connection with the “other” through the use of music. The ultimate goal is for students to 

gain a perspective on the dangers of divisiveness and its impact on peace. 

 

PROJECT: The project requires several steps and students should be given ample time 

to process each part. In the process, students learn how to sing and teach a simple partner 

song, rehearsing and performing with someone outside of the class. 

 

Step 1: View the Ted Talk “Take the Other to Lunch,” by Elizabeth Lesser.  

https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_lesser_take_the_other_to_lunch/transcript?language=en 

Students may also read the transcript online. A class discussion may reinforce the video, 

and a brief quiz about the three questions to ask the other should be given. 

 

Step 2: Students identify a person that they view as the other. Students submit brief 

descriptions of the “other.” This person must be open enough to be interviewed for the 

assignment and to spend time with the student. 

 

Step 3: Videotape a short interview of the other.  

Only three questions may be asked: 

1) Share some of your life experiences. 

2) What issues concern you? 

3) What have you always wanted to ask the “other?” 

https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_lesser_take_the_other_to_lunch/transcript?language=en


Students are only to listen to the responses. There should be no attempt to engage in a 

dialogue or interview. Students turn in the video responses via links to private YouTube 

files or to a Dropbox or other shared file resource. 

 

Step 4: Teach the “other” a partner song, and videotape your performance together. 

A partner song is one that may be sung simultaneously with another song. For example, 

“London Bridges,” and “He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands” work in this manner. 

Students must learn in class from the instructor how to sing partner songs together. After 

practicing in class, students later can teach the partner song to the “other” and make a 

brief, one minute or less, video of the partner singing. Students turn in this video. 

 

Step 5: Write a brief reflection paper on the project experience. Students who 

successfully complete the first four steps should be very satisfied with their 

accomplishment, which is no easy feat. With reflection, they may recognize many 

insights and skills gained from this project. 

 

ASSESSMENT: 

I suggest assessing each of the five steps for this project as follows: 

Step 1: Give a brief quiz. Students must at a minimum list the three questions to ask the 

other. Students must also understand the purpose of the interview and how divisiveness 

and “other-izing” creates a destabilized un-peaceful society. 

 

Steps 2 – 4: a pass / no-pass grade can be given according to whether students complete 

these steps. 

 

Step 5: Students will be graded based on the inclusion of the various steps of their project 

in their reflection paper. Conclusions from each student should demonstrate their 

understanding of the subjective nature of opinions. 


